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Can marketers influence attribute-value functions and as a result alter the importance of attributes in judgment, and choice? The authors show that priming (internal and external) reference points influences the shape of attribute-value functions and consequently the importance of attributes in judgment, and choice for decision makers with undefined value functions. These effects are attributed to the decision makers’ reference dependence and loss aversion in attribute-value function construction. Decision makers with well-defined value functions are not prone to the effects of priming. The results help bridge economic and behavioral decision theories and provide marketers with tools to more effectively position their products in the market place.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Introduction

One of the challenges of effective product positioning is to increase the importance of those attributes on which the product performs better than the competition and to decrease the importance of those attributes on which the product performs less than the competition. It is therefore imperative for marketers to comprehend the importance of attributes in judgment and choice (van Ittersum et al. 2007; Wansink and Van Ittersum 2004). The importance of attributes in judgment and choice is driven by decision-makers’ attribute-value functions. Attribute-value functions reflect the idiosyncratic valuation of an attribute at different attribute levels, relative to decision-makers’ reference points (Tversky and Kahneman 1991). Decision makers’ reference dependence, loss aversion, and diminishing sensitivity determine the shape of value functions. As decision makers rely on their attribute-value functions in judgment and choice, the shape of value functions influences the importance of attributes in judgment, and choice (Van Ittersum and Pennings 2007; Van Ittersum et al. 2004). This research examines if, when, and how priming (internal and external) reference points influences the shape of attribute-value functions and as a result the importance of attributes in judgment, and choice.

Priming decision makers’ internal reference points, reference points stored in decision makers’ memory, prior to a judgment task is hypothesized to stimulate them to incorporate their internal reference points when constructing their attribute-value functions, triggering decision makers’ reference dependence and feelings of loss aversion (Vaughan 1928). Accordingly, we hypothesize to find more concave, convex, and S-shaped (versus linear) value functions for primed decision makers prior to the judgment and choice task than for unprimed decision makers. With decision makers relying on their attribute-value functions in judgment, we further hypothesize that the primed reference points influence the importance of attributes in judgment, and choice.

Next, we propose that priming external reference points, reference points provided by external stimuli in a judgment and choice task, such that decision makers experience gains (losses) stimulates the construction of concave (convex) value functions. With decision makers relying on their attribute-value functions in judgment tasks, and convex functions being steeper than concave functions, the importance of an attribute among decision makers with primed external reference points representing a loss-prime is higher than the importance of an attribute among decision makers with primed external reference points representing a gain-prime. The choice likelihood of a product performing more favorable on an attribute with an external reference point representing a loss-prime is higher than that of a product performing more favorable on the same attribute with an external reference point representing a gain-prime.

These effects of priming are proposed to be moderated by the extent to which decision makers’ attribute-value functions are well-defined, and will be stronger for decision makers with undefined value functions (Carlson and Bond 2006).

An Empirical Study

To examine our hypotheses, we took a within-subject design approach by priming 201 participants’ internal and external reference points in two lab studies. In Study 1, the effects of priming internal reference points were examined for computers (attributes: price, working-memory size (Mb)). In Study 2, the effects of priming external reference points were investigated for cars (attributes: price, fuel efficiency (mpg)).

To establish the shape of participants’ attribute-value functions, participants rated each product on ten levels of each of the two attributes. To estimate the shape of the value functions, the EXP-IPT technique is applied (Pennings and Smidts 2003). This technique fits the attribute-level valuations for each participant to both the negative exponential function (concavity/convexity) and the log of the inverse power transformation function (S-shape). Based on a pairwise comparison of the Mean Squared Error, the value functions were classified as either concave/convex or S-shaped.

To determine the importance of attributes in judgment in both studies, a full factorial judgment task (24 profiles) was employed. The importance of attributes was calculated by establishing the maximum difference in valuations for an attribute across all attribute levels related to product profiles and dividing it by the sum of the maximum differences of all attributes in the stimulus set. To study the effects of priming on choice, participants were asked to make a choice: Study 1 computer 1 ($500, 256 Mb), or computer 2 ($2,000, 1,024 Mb); Study 2: car 1 ($2,500, 9.5 mpg), or car 2 ($8,500, 30.5 mpg). To differentiate between participants with well-defined and undefined value functions, we use participants’ knowledge about the product as a proxy for their experience with the relevant attributes and attribute levels (Hoeffler and Ariely 1999) (1=I do not know a lot about [product], 9=I know a lot about [product]).

To prime internal reference points, we stimulated half of the participants to write down the price and the size of the working memory of the computer they work most on prior to the different judgment tasks.

To examine the effects of priming external reference points, participants were randomly assigned to either the S-loss/mpg-gain or the S-gain/mpg-loss prime condition. In the S-loss/mpg-gain (S-gain/mpg-loss prime) condition, participants were informed that “the majority of college students purchase cars with an average price of $2,500 ($8,500) that drives an average of 9.5 mpg (30.5 mpg).”

Conclusions

We find that priming internal reference points influences the shapes of attribute-value functions for decision makers with undefined value functions. Priming their internal reference points stimulates reference dependence and feelings of loss aversion in the value-function construction process. Consequently, more decision makers with concave, S-shaped, and convex attribute-value functions are found among the primed decision makers than among unprimed decision makers. When decision makers’ internal reference points are not primed, they are more likely to construe linear attribute-value functions, particularly decision makers with undefined value functions. The effects of priming on the shape of attribute-value functions for decision makers with undefined value functions changes the importance of attributes, and choice.

Priming external reference points as gains (losses) also influences the shape of attribute-value functions, but only among decision makers with undefined value functions. Priming external
reference points as gains (losses) increases the likelihood that decision makers exhibit concave (convex) value functions. This effect of primed external reference points has a corresponding effect on the importance of attributes in judgment, and choice.
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